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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
June 11,2002 
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, June 11, 2002, in the 
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the 
President. 
Regents present: 
Larry D. Willard, President 
Jack L. Fortner, Vice President 
Judith Herrera, Secretary/Treasurer 
Richard Toliver 
Eric Anaya 
David Archuleta 
Also present: 
Advisors to the Regents 
Dr. Beverly Burris, President, Faculty Senate 
Patrick Kiska, President, Staff Council 
Lorena Olmos, President, GPSA 
Jennifer Onuska, President, ASUNM 
Steve Ciepiela, President, Alumni Association 
Robert Goodman, Chair, UNM Foundation 
Members' of the administration, the media, and others 
Absent: 
Sandra K. Begay-Campbell, Regent 
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1 :00 p.m. 
ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
Regent Archuleta moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Toliver seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved the agenda as 
amended. Motion carried . 
000442 
PUBLIC INPUT 
There was no public input. 
APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE MAY 10,2002 BOARD 
MEETING 
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the May 10, 2002 
Board meeting. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. Motion carried. 
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 
President William C. Gordon, PhD, presented an administrative report: 
1. Administrative Appointments: Camila A. Alire has been named as dean of Library 
Services effective September 16, 2002. Teresita E. Aguilar has been named dean of 
• 
Graduate Studies effective September 1, 2002. President Gordon thanked Provost • 
Brian Foster for his efforts in bringing such exceptional leadership to the dean level. 
2. UNM Faculty: Howard Waitzkin, MD, PhD, Professor, Family and Community 
Medicine, UNM School of Medicine, has received a 2002 John Simon Guggenheim 
Memorial Foundation award. Scott Obenshain, MD, associate dean for Medical 
Education and professor, Pediatrics, UNM School of Medicine, has received the 2002 
Daniel C. Tosteson Award for Leadership in Medical Education from the Carl J. 
Shapiro Institute for Education and Research. A team of researchers headed by Arup 
Das, MD, PhD, associate professor of Ophthalmology at the UNM Scho.ol of 
Medicine, collaborating with Paul McGuire, PhD, associate professor of Cell Biology 
and Physiology, has received a $1.2 million grant from the National Institutes of 
Health to work on blindness prevention. 
3. UNM Summer Enrollment Up: As a result of increased efforts in advertising and 
marketing summer school opportunities at UNM, summer school enrollment at UNM 
this year is up 27%. Undergraduate transfer student enrollment is up 35%. In the 
Anderson Schools of Management summer school enrollment is up 81 %. Full-time 
student enrollment in summer school is up 9.2%; credit hours are up approximately 
6%. 
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COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS 
Beverly Burris, PhD, President, Faculty Senate 
Dr. Beverly Burris, President of the Faculty Senate, commented on the interim 
presidency on the agenda today and thanked the Board for faculty input. She expressed 
that the faculty hopes to have representation in the search committee to identify a 
permanent president. 
Patrick Kiska, President, Staff Council 
Patrick Kiska, President, Staff Council reported that the Council is currently working on 
the upcoming staff picnic to be held on July 27. The president-elect for Staff Council is 
Alan Morgan. 
Lorena Olmos, President, GPSA 
Lorena Olmos, President of GPSA, reported that Association received 28 applications for 
SRAC, funding for the summer specialized travel for nine people at $lOO/each, to 
interviews, auditions, career fairs, etc. GPSA is planning a welcome event in conjunction 
with the Office of Graduate Studies during orientation in August. The current committee 
chairs have agreed to continue their work for another year. 
Jennifer Onuska, President, ASUNM 
Jennifer Onuska, President of ASUNM, reported that ASUNM is filling appointments 
and planning for homecoming. ASUNM is working with student orientation to reach out 
to new students and bring them into student government. ASUNM will have a weekly 
column in the Daily Lobo starting in the fall semester to keep students updated. 
Steve Ciepiela, President, Alumni Association 
Steve Ciepiela, President of the Alumni Association, distributed a directory of the 2002-
2003 Alumni Association Board of Directors and a handout with the Alumni update. Mr. 
Ciepiela announced that the Alumni Association recently held a Board of Directors 
meeting, attended by 18 Alumni Association Chapter Leaders from around the U.S. He 
announced two new chapters: San Antonio, TX and Phoenix, AZ and that the 
Washington, DC Chapter endowed a scholarship to send DC-area students to UNM.· This 
will be matched by the Alumni Association. President Ciepiela announced that the 
Alumni Association has new officers and six new Board members. He also noted that 
Homecoming 2002 will be October 23-26. 
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Robert Goodm'an, Chair, UNM Foundation 
Robert Goodman, Chair, UNM Foundation, noted that the UNM Foundation item is on 
the agenda and he had no further report. 
REGENTS' COMMENTS 
There were no Regent comments made at this point in the meeting. 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Regent Fortner moved to approve the consent agenda. Regent Herrera seconded the 
motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
A. Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 5/29/02 
The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as 
listed on the surplus property list dated 5/29/02. 
A copy of the lists are hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A. 
B. Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
The Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board recommends approval of the 
appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff. 
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B. 
DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR ACTION 
Approval of Revised Memorandum of Agreement and Investment Policy for the UNM 
Foundation, Inc. 
Julie Weaks Gutierrez, Vice President for Business & Finance, along with Robert 
Goodman, Chair, UNM Foundation, and John Maes, Assistant Treasurer, UNM 
Development, presented on the proposed revisions to the Memorandum of Agreement 
(MoA) between UNM and the UNM Foundation, dealing with the management of the 
combined investment fund that is the endowment fund held by the UNM Foundation and 
also the endowment fund held by UNM. Ms. Weaks Gutierrez stated that, in the past, the 
endowment funds were combined. The Investment Committee of the UNM Foundation 
has been serving as the group that oversees that investment and it became apparent that 
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the MoA needed to be revised so that it appropriately reflected the current process and 
procedures. Bob Goodman noted that investment policy will be an addendum to the 
Memorandum of Agreement, that defines what the consolidated investment fund is and 
better establishes some of the statutory compliance that has been in place all along but 
that never been well recited. John Maes presented highlights of the revised MoA before 
the Board regarding statutory compliance, accountability and oversight, reporting and 
safeguards. Discussion. 
Regent Toliver moved to approve the revised Memorandum of Agreement and 
Investment Policy for the UNM Foundation, Inc. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
A copy of the revised Memorandum of Agreement and Investment Policy for the UNM 
Foundation, Inc. is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit c. 
Approval to Use Funds from Regents' Endowment Fund 
Julie Weaks Gutierrez, Vice President for Business & Finance, presented that this is the 
annual proposal brought to the Board for use of funds in the Regents' Endowment Fund 
for various activities within the University. Ms. Weaks Gutierrez brought attention to the 
explanation ofthese requests in the agenda book, gave an explanation of the proposed use 
of funds, and also highlighted changes as well. 
Regent Fortner moved to approve use of funds from Regents' Endowment Fund. Regent 
Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Operating Budget for The University of New Mexico FY 2002-2003 
Julie Weaks Gutierrez, Vice President for Business & Finance, referred to a handout that 
was distributed. (This information was not available when the agenda went to print.) 
She presented that the legislative session had just recently ended and that it has taken a 
period of time to determine what the UNM appropriation looks like and how it works in 
terms of the budget scenarios and tuition and fee increases that the Regents approved in 
March 2002. Vice President Weaks Gutierrez explained the operating budget before the 
Board today (Scenario C as presented in March 2002). The overall expenditure level is an 
increase of approximately 6.6%. It was noted that, when it is finalized, the detailed 
Operating Budget FY 2002-2003 will be presented and distributed. Discussion. 
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Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Operating Budget for The University of 
New Mexico FY 2002-2003. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of the Annual Renewal ofMaui HPCC Lease 
Julie Weaks Gutierrez, Vice President for Business & Finance, explained that this is a 
basic renewal of the lease on the facility that houses the Maui High Performance 
Computing Center. Kim Murphy, Director, Real Estate, was present to field questions. 
Discussion. ' 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the annual renewal of the Maui HPCC lease. 
Regent Toliver seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Contracts for MEG & EEG Imaging System, General Library Periodical 
Subscriptions, Athletic Track ResurfacinglNew Runways, Student & Financial 
Administrative Software 
Julie Weaks Gutierrez, Vice President for Business & Finance, presented on the list of 
standard contracts in front of the Board for approval. It was explained that these 
contracts exceed a limit that, as a result, necessitates the Board's approval. She presented 
an explanation of each contract and the Board voted on each contract separately. 
Vice President Weaks Gutierrez presented that the MEG & EEG Imagining System is a 
purchase that UNM will execute on behalf of the MIND Institute (Institute), although it is 
the Institute's purchase. She explained that this is a separate SOl(c)3 established for the 
study of mental illness and neurosciences and that UNM works collaboratively with the 
Institute. UNM is executing this purchase for the Institute and they pay UNM to do the 
compliance for them with respect to expending federal funds for this type of purchase. 
Ms. Weaks Gutierrez noted that the contract for the General Library Periodical 
Subscriptions is brought before the Board as a standard and are purchases of periodicals. 
She presented that the Athletic Track Resurfacing and New Runways contract has been 
identified on the capital priority list of the Athletic Department (the Facility Fees of the 
Athletic Dept. will fund this project). The contract for Student & Financial ~ 
Administrative Software covers the software, hardware, and the implementation of those 
systems and is a multi-year project. Ms. Weaks Gutierrez noted that this project has been 
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in the planning phase for at least four years and implementation is now ready to begin. 
Discussion. 
Following this presentation, the Regents voted on each contract as follows: 
Approval of Contracts for MEG & EEG Imaging System: 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval 0\ the contract for MEG & EEG Imaging System. 
Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Contract for the General Library Periodical Subscriptions: 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the contract for the General Library Periodical 
Subscriptions. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Contract for the Athletic Track ResurfacinglNew Runways: 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the contract for the Athletic Track 
ResurfacinglNew Runways. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Contract for Student & Financial Administrative Software: 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the contract for Student and Financial 
Administrative Software. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
7 
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Approval of Five Year Major Capital Outlay Plan 
Julie Weaks Gutierrez, Vice President for Business & Finance, reported that once a 
budget is approved for implementation, UNM begins the planning cycle or legislative 
request cycle for the next UNM budget. The Commission on Higher Education (CHE) 
requires institutions of higher education to submit their capital outlay requests to the CHE 
by July 1 of each year. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Five Year Major Capital Outlay Plan. 
Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
* * * 
• 
Regent Archuleta moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into executive session. • 
Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met in executive session to discuss 
interim president pursuant to personnel matters exception, Section lO-lS-l.H.(2) NMSA 
1978 and to review the regular quarterly report from the Internal Audit Director pursuant 
to the exceptions for limited personnel matters and threatened or pending litigation, 
Section 10-15-1-H.(7), NMSA 1978. 
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RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION: DISCUSSION ITEM FOR ACTION 
Regent Larry Willard called the Board back into open session at 2:25 p.m. 
Vote to Name Interim President for the University of New Mexico 
Regent Fortner moved to name Dr. F. Chris Garcia as president for one year during a 
search in progress and that Dr. Garcia's employment contract would be effective as of 
August 1, 2002. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Regent Willard stated that he was very pleased that Dr. Garcia has agreed to be the 
President of UNM for the next year and " ... not only has he devoted his career to UNM, 
he has a breadth and depth of knowledge about UNM that few others have. The Board of 
Regents believes that Chris is the ideal person to lead the University at this time. There is 
enormous faculty, administrative, and community support for his appointment. I must 
say that he did not seek out this position. In fact, he was reluctant to take on this role. 
But the fact that he decided to do so, in my mind, is a tribute to his devotion and 
commitment to this University. I truly believe he stands as an example of the qualities 
and the values that make UNM such a special place. From the Board of Regents' point of 
view we're delighted today to make this announcement. We feel that in his leadership 
the University is going in a very good direction and with his knowledge and background 
of some forty years involved in this community and this University, we're delighted." 
ADJOURNMENT 
Regent Fortner moved to adjourn the meeting. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
* * * 
Regent Willard noted that this was President Gordon's last Regents' meeting and that 
everyone hates to see him go. The entire Board and those in attendance shared in 
wishing Dr. Gordon well and Regent Willard thanked him "for all he has done for this 
University, the community and state." The entire room joined in an ovation for President 
Gordon. Regent Willard then commented that the Board "feels very fortunate to have 
such a strong management team in the University that they could select someone like Dr. 
9 
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Garcia to fill the role during the interim period." Dr. Garcia then joined everyone in the 
Roberts Room and met with the media and those in attendance. 
APPROVED: 
President 
ATTEST: 
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The University of New Mexico 
University Services 
, Uni"r:rsity Services Business Operaa'ons 
UMH IHaIling Systems 
u,NJvI Records jILm.,gemenr 
UN/yI Surplus Property 
(JNM Recycling 
Date: May 29,2002 
, UN1vI Digital Printing and Document Ser>ices 
ESC Shipping and Receiving 
ESC Electronics Shop 
ESC JI.,dine Shop 
E5C GlassH":ue Sterili::.uion 
To: Bruce Cherrin, Director 
From: 
Subject: 
Purchasing and University Services 0 
John S. Rogers, CMDSM 91~ 
Associate Director, University Service( 
Equipment Disposition 
• Attached for your review and submission to the Board of Regents is following information regarding 
equipment disposition: 
• 
1. Disposition Detail List. This list represents 151 items totaling $ 716,904. Items of significance 
include 24 vehicles thar were acquired by between 1971 and 1993. 
') The current procedures for the disposition of surplus vehicles. 
3. An equipment transfer request from Mark R. Eichinger, Ph.D., to transfer research equipment to 
Luther College in Decorah Iowa. Dr. Eichinger is relocating to Luther College and will be 
continuing his research at that institution. This request has been approved by the Chairman of the 
Department of Anesthesiology . 
• • • SUI'plus Propcrty Departmcnt Disposition Detail List 
5/29102 
UNI\I II) Ikpt. TlIrllill~ 111 Equip Ilc:;cripliOIl l'Ilallllfactllrer Model Serial YC:II' Aequ. Cost ReasollDclctcd 
Ilisposition Detail Allction 
(,953~ I'I'/)·A\JTOMOTIVE MV TRK UNDER I TON 1'0(0) N/" PIOGKL89563 1971 $2,350.00 Oh~(lIcIC! 
97598 I'I'D·AREA ONE TvlV V AN CHEVROLET N/A CFY354V30674I 1974 $19,733.00 Ok:(licle 
22889 I DEPARTMENT OF I'EDI MV V AN FOIW VAN' E 141111C95964 IY76 $4,525.00 Oh~(lkh: 
125366 ('SYCIIOLOGY VCR lVC Clt6300 MCR6300U 1978 $1,529.00 Ohst!ltlC: 
IJ()235 rl'f)·AUTOMOTIVE MVVAN CllEVROLET N/" CGLJ68U206152 1978 $7,313.00 OhS\l!ctc 
130290 l'I'I)·AUTOi'"IOTIVE MVVAN CHEVROLET UNKNOWN CGR3490 I 6086] 1979 $9,118.00 Oh~t\k": 
1,101l7 I'I'\)· At ITO{\·10TIV E MV I'A~SENGElt CAH OLI)~M()IlILE N/A J1l697 A \V I 97'132 19HO $S.R08.00 Oh~olel(! 
140129 PI'i)·AUTOMOTIVE MV 'mK UNDER I TON FORD N/" SClTIlXlt90477 1<180 $5,263.00 Oh!'ldelC 
143237 CONTltACT ARCI IEOL DIGITIZER SUMGRAPH 9051430 1980 $6.G78.00 Oh!:.o\eH: 
143237 CONTllACT ARCIIEOL DIGITIZEIt SUMGltAl'1 I 905 I 430 1980 $6,678.00 OllS\l!t:ll: 
146868 ('PI)·AUTOMOTIVE MV I'I\SSENGEI\ CAR FORD N/" ()K94B 170687 1980 $3,200.0() Oh:-okh: 
160055 IN'ITRNAL MEDICINE DISTILLATION AI'I'AH UNKNOWN 3378 1981 $1.6J7.0U Oh:';;llklt.: 
145S% I'SYClIOLOOY I'OLY(jltAI'II MINI altASS 7H1'1'[)·16·/\UX ID571'9 1981 $12,125.00 Oh:;\I1cle 
14J08~ PI'f)·AUTOMOTIVE MV TRK UNDER I TON rOIU) N/A I FrFF25 G21l!' /\50868 1981 $7,502.00 OII.~lllt:lC 
143105 I'I'D-A \JTOMOlWE MVVAN FOIW N/A I FIllS31 ZSBHIJ05669 1981 $11,9'16.00 Ollsoklt: 
20('90~ I'I'I)·A IlTOMOTIVE MV TltK ()VElt I TON !'OIW AMUULANCE I f'DKE30L8CHlJ2JISO 1982 $2,600.00 Oh~\)lt;lc 
1,16859 I'I'I)-A UTOMOTIVE MV I'ASSENGI~R CAR FOHD SEDAN I F/\Il!'2IlJ7CK 191429 1982 $7,056.00 Ob:.:u1clc 
IS65,12 IlEltNAULLO COUNTY MV VAN DODGE ItAM 2Il5WIJJ ITXDKJ72764 1983 SIO,S27.00 Oh!>olclc 
1573'10 CONTRACT ARClIEOL COMI'UTEI~ I'ltlNTER DIABLO G30 56368 1983 $2,2(JO.00 Oh~.()lclc 
15773 I CONTRACT AltCIlEOL DIGITIZER SUMMAGltAI' 20x20 T3020728 1983 $2,6 I 0.00 Ohsllldc 
163586 I'I'J)-A UTUMOTIVE . MV TRK l)NUElt I TON GM S·IO I GCIlS 14/\ I 1)2195 192 1983 $7,(/)9.00 QhStl\dc 
1(,2571 ('l'lJ·A UTOMOTIVE MV TIO< UND[R I TON GMC N/A I GTGC33M7DS5265S9 1983 $ I 0,290.00 Ohsvh:1c 
187519 CJ\JW IE TINa U~ Y 1I0S 1\·IV VAN FOltD CLUB WAGON I F13HS3 I G8EI-IU 70632 1984 $13,120.00 Oh~tlkfc 
!'age I or 6 
UNl\! l!l 
1(;75).1· 
170229 
1706J6 
175%6 
17('{)34 
181152 
III 1:15,1 
175R41 
Pl190X 
1~13(,74 
1!I,\919 
189558 
1119362 
188740 
1893(,0 
188973 
189361 
I ()J6'13 
190(,(,7 
I\H26(, 
192(,23 
I92G22 
191283 
19141)9 
196,154 
202277 
20.150·1 
20J501 
I'~ge 2 of 6 
",I. Turning III E(lIJip Descriptioll 
CONTI(ACT A RCIIEOL KEYIJOAIUJ & TOUCIIPAD 
CONTINUING EDfEXTE "IV TI(K UNDER I TON 
PSYCIIOLOGY COMPUTEI( CPU/SYSTEM 
CIRT·AIJMINISTRATIO COMPUTER I)ATA TEI(MIN 
CUNTI(ACT t\I(CIIEOL C01\·II'UTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CONTf(ACT I\I(CIIEOL COMl'lITEI( CI'tJ/SYSTEM 
CONTf(ACT Af(CIIEOL COMI'IJTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CUNTf(i\CT AI(CIIEOL COMI'UTEI( C/'lJISYSTEM 
U)NTI(ACT ARUIEOI. COMI'UTER CPU/SYSTEM 
1'1'1) ./\ UTOMOTIVE MV VAN 
I'll Y S Ie; ,"-_ ASTI(()NO (:OM 1'1ITEI( CI'U/S Y STEM 
CARRIE TINGLEY IIOS MV VAN 
DEPARTMENT Of' PSY VIDEO CAMEI(A. 
PSYCliOLOGY COMPUTER CPUlSYSTEM 
DEPARTMENT Of' PSY SWITCIIER 
CONTI(ACT AI(CIIEOL COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
DFI'ARTMENT Of' PSI' VIDEO CAMEI<A 
CONTRACT ARClII~OL COMl'lJTf'.R CI'UlSYSTEM 
BEI(NAUI.LO COUNTY MV I'/\SSENGER CAI( 
CONTr,IICT 1\I(C1IEOL COMPUTER Cl'lJISYSTEM 
CONTf(ACT AI(CIIEOL COMI'UTEI( CPUISYSTEM 
CONTRACT III(CIIEOI, C:OMI'UTER CPUlSYSTEM 
CONTI~ACT AI(CIIEOL COMI'UTER CPU/SYSTEM 
I'ARKING & TRANSI'O MV VAN 
DEPARTMENT OF PEDI COMI'111TR l'I(lNTEI( 
lIAI(\VOOD FOliNDATI COMI'UTEI< CPU/SYSTEM 
l'I'D·IIUTOMO'l'IVE 
I'I'IJ-All'rOMOTIVE 
MV I'IISSENGER CIIR 
MV I'/\SSENGER CAl( 
M:1Ilufac!urcr 
INDEX 
C1IEV[(()LET 
ZENITH 
DIGITAL 
KAYf'RO 
KI\YI'IW 
K,\YI'RO 
KII YI'I<O 
DELTII 
l)OI)UE 
III'I'LE 
DODGE 
PIINASONIC 
COMPUIIDD 
PANIISONIC 
COMI'UII!JD 
I'IINIISONIC 
(lATEWA Y 2000 
FOIW 
GATE\\, A Y 2000 
GATEW A Y 2000 
GATEW A Y 2000 
GIITEW A Y 2000 
f'OIW 
llEWLE1T I'ACKAI( 
GATEW II Y 2000 
CHEVROLET 
CfIEVROLET 
M(. 
C-20 
Zcnilh 
VT240 
I'C 
PC 
I'C 
PC 
II 
IlJ50 
M5000 
1J350 
5010 
28G 
WJ-4GOOC 
/1000 
5010 
38GSX 
91 ESCOln' 
386 I (,SX 
386SX 
386SX 
ATJ86165X 
S31 VWLOT 
3344911 
4DXJ3 
CII V AUEI( 
CIIVALIER 
Serial 
738 
I GCEC24H I FF425130 
538DI)00G2 
AIlG24023N9 
337758 
<11097(, 
410')72 
326127 
05710(HO 
2B5W13J I \v'lJ K 176661 
F8527VX 
21l5WB35Z4LK741499 
97Z00883 
0175G79 
\1\11'00010 
200552 
97Z0086G 
167836 
WAI'I'IIJ71\·lI( IIJH,19 
203531 
115238111"2241 
115240111"2241 
77360 
1 FHJS]II iXMIIA05724 
31 16UA5G24 
U6\1457 
I G 1 JC5·144 1'734 1 286 
I G I JC5'1451'7.139532 
Year 
1985 
1985 
19S6 
1')86 
1987 
19K7 
In7 
1987 
I 'iSH 
1'188 
1989 
1990 
1990 
1990 
19\10 
1990 
1990 
1991 
19\11 
1991 
11)91 
1991 
191)1 
1991 
1992 
11)91 
Aequ. Cos! HcasollDclctcd 
$1,695.00 Oh",k," 
$8,160.00 
$1,404.00 
$1.580.00 
$1,76·1.00 
$1/,]0.00 
$I,2'J5.00 
$1,'125.00 
$2.78:1.00 
$15,849.00 
$3,928.00 
$IG,IIIOO 
$1,015.00 
$I,39S00 
$3,012.00 
$J,2G8.00 
$1,015.00 
$1,810.00 
$!),IOJ.OO 
$1,645.00 
$2,0,15.00 
$'1,(;68.00 
$2,215.00 
$17,9X8.00 
$1.509.00 
$1,910.00 
Oh~:tlh:tc 
Oh~olt:lt: 
Oh:--tdc{1.! 
Oh~nlt;lt! 
Uh:-:nk'11.! 
Oh:-:n it.: Ie 
Oh:-. ... ,kll: 
Oh:-oklt! 
Ob;..:oit:tc 
OI,q,lcic 
Ob!>tdclc 
O!l!'nICle 
Oh~tllclc 
Oh!>lllclc 
Ohso!t:le 
Oll!'.uklc. 
OII:>(IICII: 
Oll:.;ok:lt: 
Ik)'IJI1d nqmils 
Ohsoklc 
ObsIllclC 
Ohsnil;Ic 
OllSllk .. tc 
Ob~tlh.:lc 
UllStllcl(: 
199) S 10,629.00 01",,1,," 
I !)9J $1 O.SR 1.00 Oh".!"'c 
• 
lJN1\1 J[) • Pl. Turning In E(llIip Description • l\!allllfac!lIrcr l\!otlcl Serinl • Year Ae'lll. Cost' RcasunDclctcd 
20]502 I'I'D-AUTOMOTIVE MV PASSENGER CAR CIIEVROLET CAVALIER I G I JC5443P7339478 1993 $11,246.00 011,.,1"(0 
203501 I'PO-AIJTOMCHIVE MV PASSENGEH CAR CHEVROLET CAVALlEI( I G 11C54<161'7337708 1993 .$11,246.00 01>:,,,1010 
200824 DEPARTMENT OF ANE VENTILATOR IIAIZ VARD AI'PARA 553438 A3692J 1993 $2,138.00 OI1,,,ic« 
I ()<)(j58 DEIT Of' EMEHGENCY FAX MACHINE CANON L770 4984389 1993 $2,YI G.OO 01",,10« 
IY9G18 EIJ LEA()EI~SHII' & OR COMI'UTEI( PltlNTER IIEWLE1T I'ACKAR 33'149A 3207 A97738 1993 $1,502.00 Oh,,,lo(o 
IYY581 1l10ClIEMISTRY &. 1'.lSJ COMPUTER miNTER IIEWLETr PACKAR 33449A 322IA50990 1993 $1,G26.[)0 Oh,,,k(e 
200843 SlJRI'LIIS 1'1(()I'ERTY: COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE LCiIi SG32G89VVA2 1993 .$2,460.00 Oll,oiclc 
205218 ClHT-ADMINISTI(ATJO COMPUTER rILE SERVER SILICON GRAPHICS CMNB007475 080069077975 1994 $34,533.00 Oll,,,kle 
210875 em DEVELOPEMr;NT COMPUTER MONITOR APPLE M3502 rS2408ZCAOO 19')4 $2,G I G.OO Oh",lc(c 
21671 G· em IJEVELOPEMENT COMPUTER I'I~INTER APPLE M5858 1'1345050108 199,1 $1,737.00 Ol',ole(" 
2{J3138 CIHT-ADMJNISTI(ATIO COMI'UTEI~ CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 4LJX2G(,V 1740626 1994 $3,730.00 To" Coscly 10 RCI",ir 
205953 liS TELEMEIJICINE COMI'UTEI~ PltlNTEI~ II EWLETf PACKAR C2037A 11'1'1'021977 199'( .$1,490.00 Ol"olc<c 
205212 cmT-ADMINISTI~ATIO COMPUTER CI'II/SYSTEM AFI'LE QUADI~AG60 X8351AYOIJZ 19\14 $1,323.00 01>,,,10« 
205155 r ... IAUI IIIGIII'ERf' COM COMI'UTEI~ TAI'E BACK-U IBM 7208 26-50026 1994 $2,5<10.00 01>'01,,< 
204641 MAUII/IGII PEI(F COM COMI'UTEI( (XI' WOI(KSTA SILICON GRAPIIICS 0248047005GRAP 35253475 1994 $37,338.00 01""101,, 
199937 CIHT-ADMINISTRATIO COt--II'UTER NETWOI{KING CABLETf{ON MI{XI2E 3180084010Dll 19\14 .$1,297.00 Oh,ol«" 
201977 HISTORY COM I'UTEl( CPUlS YSTEM ZENrrJl UBI'003500 311SARL009538 1994 $1,562.00 Ohsolele 
206093 IISC POSTAL SERVICE C()MI'UTEI~ CPu/SYSTEM (JATEWA Y 2000 4DX33 1968584 1994 .$1,984.00 011'01"(,, 
221538 HARWOOD FOUNDATI COFIEI( CANON NI'1500 NEEI2471 19\15 $3,958.()O 01""101,, 
2065G5 SURPLUS )'ROPEI~TY: COMPUTEI{ CPII/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 1'590 256,1927 1995 $2,984.00 T(IO C(I~II)' 10 Rt;p~ljr 
20945<1 GENERAL L111HAH Y-A COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ZENITH ZSELECflYr 4SSCAG000318 1995 $2,111.00 Oh,olc(" 
209~(,O GENEHAI_ LlIJRAI~ Y-A COMPUTEI( CI'U/SYSTEM ZENITII ZSELEcwr 4SSCAGOO1l32G 1\195 $2,111.00 OI",,1c1C 
209518 cmT-AIJMINISTRATIO C()MI'UTEI~ IIARI) DRIVE SILICON GJ(AI'H1CS R4600SC 0800690877 A 0 1995 $14,526.00 01 "0 1<:1 e 
7.09702 DEPARTMENT OF PAT COMPUTEIZ CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'5 YO 2814230 1995 $3,190.00 Oh",lcle 
2Ioon UNIVEI(SITY SECIWTA COMPUTEI( CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 1'575 3103557 1995 $3,079.00 Ol1,oicle 
2 I ,I (,().! DIV or MEDIA TECII S CO['.·II'UTER CPU/SYSTEM AI'PLE noon5 f'C5380AK5QT 1996 ·$1,825.0U ()1""Ic" 
21nJO COLLEGI~ OF FINE AI~T COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE 75[)0 FC549F3G3FX 1996 $2,716.00 Oh,ol"(,, 
21,13]0 COLLEGE OF FINE AI(1' COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM SILICON GRAPHICS WEIJf'OI{CE INDY 080069097AYF 19% $7,1,12.00 Ohsokle 
I':>gc 3 or 6 
UNtil J/) .PI. Turtlillg III Eqllip Dcocripliol\ tllallufacturcr ·M. Scrinl Ycnr • Aequ. Cost RcasollDclctcd 221331 COLLEGE OF NURSING COl\IPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'5120 . 4726548 1996 $2,208.00 Ol"oicle 
220545 lise INSTITUTIONAL S COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEt\l GATE WAY 2000 1'5120 4389175 19% $2,371.00 Oh,,,kle 
2205,14 lise POSTAL SERVICE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 I'SI20 4389174 1996 $2,371.00 (lh,,,kle 
2202'.18 liS TELEMEDICINE VIDEO C:UNTI(()L SYSTEM eLI ItAUIANCE 3750 7894283 1996 $28,8S0.00 T"" C,,"ly I" Repair 
22027<1 STUDENT (/OVEI~NME C:OMI'IJTEI~ CI'II/SYSTEM XIJ6110GC6BV APPLE PC,300 1996 $2,18 I .00 Ol""klc 
214]]1 COLJH;E OF FINE Aln COMl'lITI~H COLOI( MONIT SILICON (l1(I\1'IIICS GUMI7EII 7221lJ.!5 11)% $1 ,8RS .00 Oh, .. \cle 
220217 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMI'UTEI~ CPU/SYSTEM OATEW A Y 2()00 PSI33 4772654 1996 $I,8J9.()() Oh.'''\cle 
21X62<) COLLEGE OF FINE AHT COMPlnU~ CPU/SYSTEM AI'I'LE 7200/90 FC5480EJ55r: 19'16 $2.(d2.00 O", .. klc 
217%1 DEI'AHTMENT OF ANE cmC:ULA TOR HAAKE 002-4175 19500321,1012 1996 SI,OJ4.()O Ol""klc 
217900 ClilLDIU2NS I'SYCIiIAT COIlIl'UTER CPUfSYSTEM ClArEW A Y 2000 1'5120 4768482 1996 S2,S78.()O Oh,,,lele 
214778 COLLEGE or: FINE t\1(T COMPUTEH CPU/SYSTEM AI'I'LE 1'111 76001120 FC6184TX64K 1996 $3,078.00 Oh,olele 
21<16% COLLEGE or FINE AHT COrvll'UTER CI'UfSYSTEM APPLE 85001120 , X B5431 t\D r:s 1996 S3,162.00 ()h",lelc 
216'.14(, 
\ cmT-ADMINISTRATIO COMI'IJTEH CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'575 3741728 1996 $2,016.00 01" .. 1.,,,, 
214970 IISC INSTITUTIONAL S COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWt\Y2000 PSI33 4091461 1996 $3,058.()0 Ol""kle 
215603 COLLEGE OF, FiNE t\RT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM SILICON GI~AI'1I1CS WEBFOHCE CHAL 08006909713t\A 1996 $9,238.00 Oh,,,lelc 
21570<1 UNIVEHSITY SECRET;\ Corvll'UTEIZ CPU/SYSTEM GATEWA Y 2000 3578IS5 1'575 1996 $2,020.00 Ohsolele 
216<100 UNIVEI(SITyeOUNSE COMI'lrnm CPu/SYSTEM GATEWA Y 2000 1'575 36S6505 19% $1,7I2.0() Oh"'\clc 
21('898 SCiIOOL or: LA W COMPUTER TAPE llt\CK-U DIGITAL TLZO 71) A 3052G0052I 1996 SI,702.00 Dh,,,lele 
21('<)34 IIISTORY COMI'UTEI( CI'UfSYSTEM (lATEW A I' 2000 1'575 3741688 1996 $2,352.00 Ol""\cle 
216897 SCiIOOL OF LA W COMI'UTEI{ CPU/SYSTEM DIGITAL 1'1I50ACA NI528030YY 11)96 $1 I, I H3.00 Oh,,,klo 
227272 SCiIOOL OF LA W COMI'UTEI( IIAIUJ DRIVE DlorrAL RZ29300 NONE 1997 $1,841).00 Oh;"\cl,, 
22491)2 liS TELEMEI)ICINE COMI'UTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'5200 6300689 1997 S2,76 1.00 Oh, .. l.,le 
147138 Hi\I(WOOI) FOlJNDATI COMI'UTEI{ CPU/SYSTEM APPLE 1'11172001120 TY62628U6MY 1997 $2,468.00 Oh,,,lele 
225652 IIISTOR Y COM I'IJTEIZ CPU/SYSTEM INTEL PI66 U;<18 I 13/10(,70 1997 $1,992.00 Ol"olcle 
225H61 DEvr OF FAM & COM COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWA Y 2000 PS200 6732713 1997 $3,600.00 [lcy""d RCl'a;" 
225906 I)E!'AHTMENT OF I'EDI COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 1'5200 6513414 1997 $2,48J.OO Oh""\cle 
225954 OITICE OF I(ESEAI((II COMPUTER CI'UfSYSTEtvl GATEW A I' 2000 G6200 6438906 19'.17 $3,191.00 0"""1",, 
227273 SCIIOOL OF LA W COMI'UTEI{ liARD DR "iE DIGITAL RZ29300 NONE 1997 $1,8<19.00 Oh,,,kle 
I'''gc 4 of 6 
UNlit lJJ • PC Tllrning III 1~(I'IiJl IJc~(ripti()1l Mallufaelurcr ~ • Serial Year Aeqll. Cost RcasoIlDclclc{\ • 
22('600 I ISC INSTITUTIONIIL S COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'5200 6891215 1997 $3,9 I 9.00 Oilsololo 
22785] STUDI;NT U()VEI(NME COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM (JATEW A Y 20(J0 1'5133 6853149 1997 $1,183.00 Ohwlele 
228722 lJlV OF 1>'IEDIII TECII S COMPUTER IJSUlCSU FOUR COI(NER TEC pRIS11'1]JO 00031 I 1997 $2,598,00 Ohsolele 
2280JO COLLEUE UF NURSING. COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM OIlTEWAY 2000 G6200 7185100 1997 $3, I 87.00 Oh",lele 
221\9R8 COLLEGE or NURSING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'5 I 20 6328539 1997 $1,773.00 Ohsulele 
226599 I ISC INSTITUTIONIIL S COMI'UTEI( CI'U/SYSTEM (lIlTEW A Y 2000 1'5200 6891214 1997 $3,9 I 9.00 Oh,<>lele 
221716 CIIIUWENS I'SY(:IIII1T COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GIITEW;\Y2000 1'5-133 6750095 1997 $1,663.00 Oh,,,lele 
21861\6 DlV or GOVERNM ENT CUMPUTEI( CI'UlSYSTErv! SILICON HEIGHTS I'JJ3 L64 118042194 1997 $1,239,00 Oh,olele 
219,1('7 liS TELEMElJIC1NE VIDEO CONTIWL SYSTEM CLI RADIANCE 3750 38120 1997 $28,850.00 Too Co"l)' 10 }t"I',ir 
221306 UNIVElt'lITY SElYETII COMPUTEI( CI'(J/SYSTEM THITON TECIINOLO 1'100 L6242171 1997 $1,281.00 Oh",icle 
221,152 DEPIIHTMENT OF P.')Y COPIER XEROX 5053RFIN 2Y5115459 1997 $ I 1,8 I 5,00 l'h,,,Ie,, 
22<19% IJIV UF MFIJIII TECH S COMI'IJTEI( NETWOI(KING vlr~w TECII INC VSU3566C 109171 1997 $2,J89.00 Ohsoklc 
22,I9CJO COLLEGE OF FINE II WI' COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW;\ Y 2000 1'5120 6346708 1997 $ I ,58,1.00 Ohs"klc 
221715 ClIIUJRENS pSYCHIAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'5-133 6750091\ 1997 $ I ,Ci61.00 OI""It.c 
221923 liS TELEMEDICINE ENCODEI( 11M!) 56 I 12·DI'523 5002(,J 1997 $3,110.00 Oh",I"e 
221923 liS TELEMEIJICINE ENCOIJF,R A1-.m 56112·1)1'523 500263 1997 $3,110.00 Oh,,,klc 
222185 SCIIOOL OF LII W COMI'LITEH FILE S[~RVER [)IGITAL pB525 NlCi3G021UC 1997 $ I I ,20 I .00 Oh,olele 
222705 CI JlLDRENS I'SYCIIIAT COMI'UTEI( CI'U/S YSTEM OATEW A Y 2000 1'5-13J 7035927 1997 $1,529.00 Oh",lele 
2227(,0 ClI~T-ADMINISTRATI() COMPUTEI( COLOR MaNIT VIVITRON 21" 701009333 1997 $1,]50.00 (Jcyn"u Rep,i" 
224811 UNIVEf(SITY COUNSE COMPUTEI( CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 1'5166 G256J80 1997 $2,J99.00 Ol""lci, 
11~1J2 UIU-AI)MINISTI(ATIO COMI'IJTEI( C!'\J/SYSTEM GATEWAY 20()O P5166 540'U5 I 19<)7 $2,921.00 ()h,,,I"e 
2J22<10 COLLEGE 01' NUI(SING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWA Y 2000 G6300 9931901 [91)8 $ I ,954,O() Oh,olele 
230836 cmT-AIJ1-.lINISTRATIO COMI'UTER CPu/SYSTEM III'I'LE I'MG3 XIJ8201'5KCY4 1998 $ I ,(61),00 Too Costly It> Rq'air 
, 
231274 CIRT-ADMINISTI(ATIO COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM MITSUIlA 1'2L!J7 178926 1998 $2,070,00 T"" Costly In Rep"ir 
231283 CIRT-ADMINISTI(ATIO COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM MITSUBII ASUS K6/266 17983807 1998 $ I ,475 .lio ncy"oJ Rq",irs 
232239 COLLEGEOFNUI(SING COMI'UTEI~ CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 G6300 9931900 1998 $ I ,954.00 Ol>,olrle 
232162 DEPAIUl\IENT OF I'EDI COMI'lfTEI~ CI'U/SYSTEM GATEWA Y 2000 G6-266 9804534 1998 $1,844.00 Oh""lele 
226(ml CIRT-ADMINISTRIITIO COMPUTER CI'U/SYSTEM MITSUI3A KG200 972103 1998 $ I ,55 1,00 B"y",,,1 Rep,irs 
P;lgc 5 ur Ci 
"t. TII;'llillg III Eqllip • • {lNIH Jl) U(~suipliol\ ]Hallufaclurcr I\Iodcl Suial Yenr Acqu. Cost RcasonDclclcd 
22925') DIV or MEDIA TECII S MONrrCm TV VIEW TECH INC 1'.1205 3T4P 1998 $8,108.00 Obsolete 
228Ci24 INTE1(NAL MEDICINE COMI'UTER CPU/SYSTEM M,m KCil(,6 775488 1998 $1,242.00 Beyond Rcr~ir~ 
228J5G COLLEGE OF NURSINU COMPUTEI( CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 1'5200 755G907 1998 $2,074.00 Oh,!;(llele 
216893 ClRT-AIJM INISTRATIO COMPUTl.m CPU/SYSTEM MITSUUA KG200 971304 1998 $1.551.00 fiCplllll Rt~p:lit~ 
22r,70R CIIU'-ADM INISTHATIO COM I'UTER CI'U/S YSTEM MITSUIlA KG2()0 972091 1998 $1.551.00 IJc)'und Hc:pain: 
22')!JO(, COLU:(;E OF NlIHSING CorvlI'UTU', U'lilSYSTEM <lATEW,\ Y 2000 1'55C200 Wi ') \17 (, I 1'198 $1.80,1.()0 ()h::"k:lc 
229X9B COLLEGE OF NUI(SINCl C01\jI'UTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 1'55(:200 85')<)742 19'18 $1.921.00 O!l!'I.!ctl: 
2J(,(,95 IJEI'AHTMENTOF ANE WAT[H IlATll/LAU/CONT RADNOT! GLASS TE (j Unit / Tissuc N/A 199<) $13,0,10.00 Oh:-;Ilklc 
135 I 24 CIRT-ADMINISTRt\TIO COMPUTER Cl'lJISYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 [4200 11935377 1999 $1,836.00 OllWlt:lC 
233899 COLLEGE OF FINE AI(T COMI'UT£OH CPU/SYSTEM APPLE PM(J3 XA8130PWD2K 1999 $1,943.00 Oh~olt:'c 
23,186-1 COLU:GE OF NUI(SINU COMI'UTER CI'U/SYSTEM (/ATEWt\ Y 20()0 E<1200 300 10889569 1999 $1,410.00 O"~oklc.: 
241141 CIIU'·ADMINISTRATIO CUMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 E4200-GOO 1805<1289 2000 $1,593.00 Oh~tlkle 
23R"/GI COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEW A Y 2000 450 1<1662334 2000 $1,838.00 Oh~)ICIC 
2387G3 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWA Y 2000. 450 14662322 2000 $1,838.00 'Oh5t·\etc.: 
2l!JG 1 3 VI' FOR STUDENT ArF COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 E·3200 450 160350<)1 2000 $I,082.0() Oh$(lltte 
239872 VI' FOlt STUDENT ;\IT COMPUTEI( CPU/SYSTEM . GATEW t\ Y2000 E3200 158383r,7 2000 $1,004.00 Oh!>oh.:(c 
-+ •• _----_._-_.-
Asset Coullt 151 Asset Vallie $716,904.00 
_._------------
Disposition Asset COlli;' 151 Disposition Asset Valuc $716,9()1.00 
1':lgc (j of 6 
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John Rogers - Re: Surplus vehicles 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
danapodaca <dapodaca@unm.edu> 
<jrogers@unm.edu> 
5/28/024:06 PM 
Per your request 1 am sending this e-mail to inform you of our procedures 
to auction off surplus vehicles. 
(1) vehicle is turned in to the Automotive Center to be surplused . 
(2) vehicle transfers are processed ,to move vehicle from department turning 
in the 
vehicle to Automotive/Surplus. 
(3) vehicle is removed from department's property list and insurance 
charges are ceased 
(4) vehicle is inspected by Automotive Center technicians to determine 
useabilitv bv another ' 
. J .-
'UNM department. Ifnot useable vehicle is then placed in the 'auction 
lot'. This is an actual lot dedicated to auction vehicles. 
(5) license plates, property tags, decals, numbers, and all other UNNI 
signage is removed from vehicle. Mileage, VW, and unit number are 
noted on license plate. 
(6) a list of all vehicles in the auction inventory for the current fiscal 
year is put together with all 
pertinent information. 
(7) auction list and plates are sent to Plant Fund Accounting for title 
submission. 
(8) auction list is submitted to Surplus Property for sale approval by . 
Board of Regents and 
removal from UNM property inventory 
(9) auction list is submitted to Bentleys Auction House for preparation of 
sale of vehicles 
Vehicle history is removed from computer and paper files once vehicle has 
been taken 
possession of by new owner. Paper files are stored for fhree years after 
the sale. Old computer files are stored in the PPD I-S Department. 
John I hope this is enough information for you. Ifthere is anything in 
particular you would like to know please don't hesitate to call. 
Thanks, 
Dan . 
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THe UNIVERSiW OF NE\'" ,"IEXiCO + HEALT.-1 SCENGS CENt:::< 
Department of Pediatrics 
Children's Hospital of New Mexico 
The University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131·5311 
505·272·5551 .HILDREN'S HOSPIT~~~ 
OF NE\v iYiEXICO cro 
• 
• 
505·272·6845 (Fax) 
DATE: May 6,2002 
TO: Jolm S. Rogers, Associate Director, University Services 
FROM: Mark R. Eichinger, Ph.D., Research Assistant ProfessQ.T o· I:?t)~ {,. 
Equipment Transfer SlTBJECT: 
I \vould like to initiate the transfer of the following items to Luther College, Decorah Iowa. I will 
be joining the faculty at Luther this Summer, and would like to transfer the listed equipment so I 
can continue with my research endeavors. Originally, many of these items were purchased from 
grant monies I secured. None of the listed items are being currently utilized by faculty or staff at 
1.JNlvlHS C. 
l. 
! 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
, 8. 
6-chamber isolated tissue bath setup (Radnoti manufacturing) with force-displacement 
rransducers-ClTNj'yl ID#236695). 
Dell Dimension computer with Dataq data acquisition software and AJD converter (UNlvI 
ID#217960). 
Haake circulating water bath (lJN1vI ID#217961). 
Harvard rodent ventilator (off inventory; UNlvl ID#200824). 
MasterF1ex roller pump (off inventory; lJNj'yI ID#202799). 0 
',Metabolic rat cages (seven total; no ID#). 
-':,In-house made plexiglas rervoirs (four total; no ID#). 
( In-house made plethysmographs (two total; no JD#). 
I will be joining the Biology Department at Luther College. The Chair, and Department contact 
is Dr. James Eckblad. His e-mail address is eckbladj(Q)luther.edu. I thank you for your attention to 
this matter. Please contact me at 271-3973 ifI can provide any further information . 
The Universiry of New Mexico . ACC/3rd Floor . Albuquerque, NM 87131·5311 . (505) 272.5551 FAX (505) 272·6845 
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• 
TO: 
FROM: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD 
FORMB 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to UNM 
Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on June 11,2002. 
APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY: RPM 2.l3.2 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center 
Medical Staff. 
PERMANENT Appointments: 
Anesthesiology 
Skye McDonald , MD 
Carey Weiss, MD 
Family & Community Medicine 
Cecilia Garcia De Ortega, MD 
Ricardo Ortega, MD 
Internal Medicine 
Benny Liem, MD 
Neurology 
Sally Harris, MD 
I. Expansion of Privileges 
Elizabeth Szalay, MD, Department of Orthopaedics, requests expansion of 
privileges to include Botox privileges. The Credentials Committee and 
appropriate Chairmen have reviewed and approved request. 
APPROVED BY THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD: 
JUNE 7, 2002. 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
1 
• 
• 
EXHIBITC 
i·e 
• 
• 
• 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
AND 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO FOUNDATION, INC. 
The Memorandum of Agreement made on the 11th day of March 1991 between the Regents of 
the University of New Mexico (the University), a public corporation oftheState of New Mexico 
and the University of New Mexico FoundatioJ), Inc. (the Foundation), a non-profit corporation 
created by the University for the sole purpose of soliciting, receiving and managing private 
voluntary support for the benefit of the University, is amended this 11th day June, 2002 as 
follows. 
Recitals 
WHEREAS, the University formally recognizes the Foundation as a separate corporate entity 
established for the sole purpose of soliciting, receiving, distributing and managing private gifts 
and donations given for the benefit of the University; and, 
WHEREAS, the University further recognizes that the Foundation provides the following 
services; 1) creates and encourages an opportunity for private individuals and organizations to 
invest in the support of University programs and services with the assurance that the benefits of 
these gifts and donations supplement state appropriations to the University; 2) provides a 
corporate structure for managing private gifts and donations, including endowments and 
income-producing properties, that do not jeopardize the University's tax-exempt status or create 
unrelated business tax obligations for the University; 3) provides added assurance to donors that 
their contributions will be distributed and utilized for the specified purposes; and, 4) provides a 
medium for alumni and community leaders to participate in and contribute to the strengthening 
of the University through their participation in the solicitation, management and distribution of 
private gifts and donations; and, 
WHEREAS, it is understood by the University and the Foundation that all gifts and donations 
received by the Foundation are given for the benefit of the University and, therefore, shall be 
managed, distributed, and utilized in accordance with policies and procedures established by the 
University and the Foundation to assure accountability to the donor and to the public that 
supports the University; and, 
WHEREAS, the University has determined that the Foundation shall be the primary 
organization for overseeing the development, coordination and implementation of the fund-
raising activities for the University . 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows: 
1 
• 
1.0 
• 
• 
FOUNDATION AGREEMENTS 
, 
ORGANIZATION, FUNCTION AND BUDGET 
1.1 The Foundation agrees to operate according to its Articles of 
Incorporation filed June 4, 1979 and Bylaws, as amended on 
April 23, 1999. Furthermore, the Foundation agrees to organize and operate in 
such a manner that will retain the Foundation's legal status as a tax-exempt, non-
profit organization pursuant to section 501 ( c )(3) of the Internal Revenue Service 
Code, or any. successor statute. The Foundation agrees that: 
1.1.1 The President of the University shall be included as a voting member of the 
Foundation's Board of Directors. 
1.1.2 The University's Vice-President for Business and Finance shall be 
designated as the Treasurer of the Foundation; and, 
1.1.3 No more that 25% of the Foundation's Board of Directors may be 
employees, officers or Regents ofthe University. 
1.2 The Foundation will have no paid staff. The staff of the University's 
Development Office will service the administrative needs of the Foundation in 
order to conduct its business and fulfill its responsibilities to the University. 
1.3 The Foundation agrees to provide solicitation, consultation and other related 
services in efforts to maximize private gifts and donations from various sources to 
the University or to the Foundation for the benefit of the University. 
1.4 The Foundation shall not solicit or accept gifts, grants, conveyances, devices, . 
bequests or otherwise from any source for a use specified by the donor which is 
inconsistent with the University's goals and policies. 
1.5 The Foundation will maintain policies and procedures for the review and 
acceptance of gifts and donations. The acceptance of any gift or donation that 
requires a matching obligation of the University. or creates a future obligation of 
University resources must first be approved by the University's Vice President for 
Business and Finance in accordance with any applicable university policies. 
1.6 The Foundation agrees to establish and maintain a record of all gifts and donations 
to the University and affiliated organizations. 
1.7 The Foundation will not engage in any instructional, research or public service 
activity sponsored, or participated in, by a University department or individual 
employee, without prior approval of the President of the University. 
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1.8 The Foundation will be responsible for overseeing the operating budget for the 
University's Development Office in consultation with designated University 
officials and will provide a portion of the financial resources for operation of the 
University's Development Office from one or more of the following; the interest 
earned on the Foundation's agency accounts (see section 2.2), an allocation from 
the Consolidated Investment Fund (see section 6.3) or from other sources with the 
approval of the Foundation Board of Directors and the University's Vice President 
for Business and Finance. 
1.9 The Foundation shall, at all times, maintain adequate insurance coverage for all 
property held and managed by the Foundation for the benefit of either the 
Foundation or the University, and maintain appropriate liability insurance for its 
officers and directors, either through coverage by the State's Risk Management 
insurance protection or by separately acquired coverage. The Foundation may, at 
the discretion of the Foundation's Board of Directors, contract for independent 
"employee dishonesty" coverage. 
2.0 MANAGEMENT OF GIFTS AND DONATIONS· 
2.1 The Foundation agrees to deposit all funds received in one or more agency 
account(s) established by the University for the Foundation within the University 
general ledger system. Oversight of these funds deposited in the account(s) shall 
be the responsibility of the Foundation. 
2.2 All short-term interest earned on the Foundation's agency account(s) within the 
University, with the exception of endowment income, will be retained by the 
Foundation. The Foundation may develop policies that would, at the discretion of 
the Foundation's Board of Directors, distribute all or any portion of such income 
to gift funds on deposit with the Foundation. Any such income retained by the 
Foundation may be used to provide a portion of the financial resources necessary 
to operate the University's Development Office with the approval of the 
Foundation's Board of Directors. 
2.3 The Foundation agrees to appoint an Investment Committee, as specified in the 
Addendum to this Agreement, which committee is hereby designated by the Board 
of Regents of the University as the investment advisory committee required by 
Section 21-1-38. B(1)(b), NMSA 1978. Pursuant to Section 21-1-38.B(2), the 
University hereby delegates to the Foundation, acting through its Investment 
Committee, the authority to manage the investments of both the University funds 
and Foundation funds placed in the Consolidated Investment Fund. The 
Consolidated Investment Fund shall be managed in accordance with the 
Consolidated Investment Fund Endowment Investment Management Policy, as 
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2.4 
developed, approved and amended by the Foundation and the Board of Regents 
from time to time, as required by Section 21-1-38.B(I)(c). The details of this 
delegation of investment management authority are specified in the attached 
Addendum, which is hereby incorporated into this Agreement. The Foundation 
hereby accepts this delegation, as specified in the Addendum. 
In addition to the endowments currently held or received in the future in the name of the 
University or the Foundation, the Foundation also agrees to be the custodian and manager 
of any endowments received by any University affiliated organization. The Foundation 
shall not co-mingle the funds of such endowments but may co-invest such endowments 
under the Consolidated Investment Fund Endowment Investment Management Policy. 
3.0 DISTRIBUTION AND EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS 
3.1 The Foundation agrees that no gift funds will be disbursed directly through the 
Foundation account(s), either in the form of compensation to a University 
employee or for the purchase of goods and services for any unit of the University 
or affiliated organization, unless specifically approved by the University's Vice 
President for Business and Finance. The expenditure of gift funds for the benefit 
of any unit of the University or affiliated organization will be disbursed through 
the University's general ledger system . 
3.2 To assure that the donor directive on the use of the gift is followed when disbursed 
through the University's general ledger system, the Foundation will be responsible 
for providing the University the appropriate information on donor-directed gift 
restrictions. 
3.3 The Foundation agrees to establish a schedule that is mutually agreeable with the 
University whereby non-endowed gift funds will be transferred to the University 
to cover the disbursement of non-endowed gift funds by the various recipient 
University units or affiliated organizations. 
3.4 The Foundation may directly disburse funds from its agency account(s) with the 
University for those expenses incurred directly as a result of the Foundation's 
corporate business. Such expenditures will include, but not be limited to: 
3.4.1 Payments to beneficiaries and others pursuant to the terms of life estate 
gifts. 
3.4.2 Management costs for real estate. 
3.4.3 Premium payments of life 'insurance gifts'. 
3.4.4 Premium payments for corporate insurance policies. 
3.4.5 Transfers of income or gifts to the University. ' 
The Foundation shall establish policies for the oversight of all such 
direct disbursements of funds. 
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4.1 
4.2 
.4.3 
The Foundation shall provide the University with an annual report that will 
include a summary of all gifts and donations received and held or distributed 
during the past year, the performance ofthe investment management program and 
the Foundation's operating income and expenses for the fiscal year. 
The Foundation shall provide the University with the report of ail annual audit 
performed by an independent certified public accounting firm selected by the 
Foundation. Any independent certified public accounting firm selected by the 
Foundation that is not the same firm selected by the University must agree to 
provide the necessary audit information for the University to be able to comply 
with any federally mandated "single audit" report. 
The Foundation agrees to provide any information regarding financial operations 
of the Foundation to the University's internal audit staffupon formal request to the 
Foundation's Executive Committee. 
UNIVERSITY AGREEMENTS 
5.0 THE UNIVERSITY'S PRIORITIES AND LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES 
5.1 In recognition of the philanthropic and investment services provided by the 
Foundation and to maximize the Foundation's ability to match fund-raising 
activities with priority needs, the University agrees to provide a clear statement of 
fund-raising priorities and long range academic objectives. In addition, the 
University agrees to involve the Foundation as the University continues to develop 
planning goals. 
6.0 . BUDGET AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
6.1 The University agrees that the Foundation will be responsible for the development, 
implementation and oversight of the University'S primary fund-raising activities. 
6.2 The University'S Development Office will provide the staffing, office and meeting 
space, computing support and other related services for the Foundation. The 
staffing level, the recruitment and hiring of staff, the staff compensation and all 
other personnel matters will be in compliance with general University personnel 
policies. 
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6.3 The University will provide a portion of the financial resources necessary for the 
operation of the University's Development Office. The University agrees that an 
amount equal to a percentage of the market value of the Consolidated Investment 
Fund (as defined in the addendum to this agreement) may also be allocated to the 
University's Development Office. The annual amount of the allocation will be 
mutually agreed upon by the University and the Foundation. This allocation will 
be incorporated into the total operating budget of the University's Development 
Office. 
6.4 The University agrees that the Foundation may contract with persons or entities on 
a temporary consulting basis, as it deems necessary to fulfill its role and 
responsibilities. 
6.5 The University agrees to involve the Foundation's Board of Directors in the 
selection and evaluation of the key professional staff persons in the University's 
Development Office. 
7.0 UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERVICES 
7.1 The University grants the Foundation license to use the name "The University of 
New Mexico" and any other trademarks of the University in connection with its 
fund-raising activities. 
7.2 In addition to the services provided by the University's Development Office, the 
University agrees to provide the Foundation with certain services for which no 
separate charges will be assessed. Such services will include, but not be limited 
to, business, financial, legal and insurance services. 
7.3 The University shall cooperate with the Foundation in the development of its fund-
raising programs and campaigns, including providing information, data, plans, 
speakers, facilities for meetings on the University campus and such other materials 
and services as may reasonably be necessary for the successful conduct of fund-
raising programs and campaigns. The University, as it deems appropriate and 
as resources are available, may provide financial support to the Foundation for 
major fund-raising campaigns. 
8.0 UNIVERSITY COMPLIANCE WITH GIFT RESTRICTIONS 
8.1 As all gifts and income on gift funds is to be disbursed through the 
University general ledger system, the University agrees to assume the 
responsibility of monitoring the expenditures or income disbursements from both 
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non-endowed gift accounts and endowed spending accounts to ensure that any and 
all donor-imposed restrictions are maintained . 
JOINT AGREEMENTS 
9.0 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
9.1 The Foundation and the University agree that, at all times and for all purposes of 
this agreement, the Foundation as an entity, in the performance of this agreement 
and other activities to be undertaken by the Foundation, shall act in an 
independent, separate legal capacity and not as an agent of the University. Within 
the limits and restrictions of the New Mexico Tort Claims Act, Sect. 41-4-1 et. 
~ NMSA 1978, each party agrees to be responsible for its own negligent acts or 
omissions which may occur during the performance of this agreement and which 
result in claims by individuals or entities not parties to this agreement. 
9.2 It is mutually understood and agreed any alteration or variation of the terms of the 
Foundation's Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws of the Foundation, which 
affect the ability ofthe Foundation to carry out its responsibilities under this 
agreement shall be submitted for approval of the Board of Regents of the 
University. No amendment to this agreement shall be valid unless made in writing 
and signed by both parties. No oral understandings or agreements not 
incorporated herein, and no alterations or variations of the terms hereof, unless 
made in writing between both parties, shall be binding on either of the parties. 
All official notices required under this agreement shall be given as follows: 
Notice to University: 
Notice to Foundation: 
Vice PresidentlBusiness and Finance 
Scholes Hall 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131-3001 
President 
University of New Mexico Foundation, Inc. 
700 Lomas Blvd. NE Suite 108 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
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10.0 TERMINATION 
10.1 This agreement may be terminated by either party effective upon 
written notice to the other party at least sixty (60) days in advance 
thereof. If for any reason this agreement is terminated or the 
Foundation is dissolved or liquidated, all accounts of the Foundation 
shall be transferred to the University or a successor organization(s) 
designated by a resolution of the Board of Regents on or before the 
date of termination. In such event, the University or other successor 
organization will honor to the maximum extent possible the 
instructions of donors to the Foundation. 
IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to 
be executed. 
by:~~ ______ ~ ______________ _ 
by: ~d~./fVr~_.'Z. W_,~ )f1_~j_ 
President ~ 
New Mexico 
bY:~~~L-~~ __ ~ ________ __ 
Presldent of the Boa d of Regents 
ecretary of the Board of Regents 
This Agreement was approved at a regularly called meeting of the Board of 
,: :.:: " 
Directors of the University of New Mexico Foundation held on April 26, 2002 by a vote 
of 35 in favor and 0 opposed. 
This Agreement was approved at a regularly called meeting of the Board of 
Regents of the University of New Mexico held on June 11,2002 by a vote of 6 in favor 
. and 0 opposed . 
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ADDENDUM TO MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT FUND 
Of 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO and 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO FOUNDATION, INC. 
The University of New Mexico (hereinafter called the University) at various times over 
its past 100 years history has received gifts and donations from individuals or 
organizations contributed to benefit programs and activities of the University. In 
addition, past boards of regents of the University and the State of New Mexico have 
assigned funds to the University forming endowments dedicated to enhance University 
programs and activities. 
The University's Board of Regents established the University of New Mexico 
Foundation, Inc. (hereinafter called the Foundation) in 1979 to provide a mechanism for 
the receipt, acknowledgement, accounting and expenditure of private support for the 
University. It is incorporated as a 501(c )(3) charitable organization and determined to 
be a public foundation. Foundation operations are administered through the University 
Development Office and financed from funds budgeted by the University and from 
investment earnings from Foundation controlled gift funds. The UNM Foundation 
Board of Directors oversees management of the Foundation. 
The University and its Foundation believe private support offers a great opportunity to 
enhance current programs and to meet the needs of future generations. Within this long-
term concept, the Foundation has two important functions: 
A. To solicit and receive private support for the University 
B. To manage the investments in the Foundation's purview in a manner that will 
maximize the benefit intended by the donors. 
In accordance with Sections 21-1-38.B(1)(b) and 21-1-38.B(2), New Mexico Statutes 
Annotated 1978, the University of New Mexico Board of Regents has delegated 
authority to the UNM Foundation Investment Committee to act as the official Advisory 
Committee to oversee and manage the investment of both the University's and 
Foundation's endowment funds. The combined endowment assets of the University and 
the Foundation are known as the "Consolidated Investment Fund" (CIF) and the 
Investment Committee will be known as the CIF Investment Committee. The CIF 
Investment Committee will apply the standards of conduct described in Sections 6-8-10 
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and 46-9-1 through 46-9-12, NMSA 1978, in managing the endowment assets of the 
University and the Foundation. 
In accepting this responsibility, the Foundation and the CIF Investment Committee 
agree to follow the Consolidated Investment Fund Endowment Investment Management 
Policy, which has been approved by the Board of Regents pursuant to Section 21-1-
38.B(I)(c), NMSA 1978 (the "Policy"). The policy governs the investment of those 
gifts and donations to the University or the Foundation in the form of endowments, as 
well as quasi-endowments established by the Board of Regents, with long-term benefit 
objectives. 
The policy includes guidelines on: 
a) Quality standards for investment instruments 
b) Spending Policy on investment income 
c) Short and long-term investment return objectives 
d) Asset allocation targets for asset categories 
It is recognized within the policy that there is investment management flexibility 
granted to the CIF Investment Committee as detailed in the Policy. 
Through the CIF Investment Committee, the Foundation may from time to time 
recommend changes to the Policy. Any recommended changes to the Policy must be 
approved by the University's Board of Regents and the UNM Foundation Board. 
All common endowment and quasi-endowment funds of the University and the 
Foundation will be managed through the CIF. Participants in the CIF will receive units 
in the pooled fund. 
The CIF Investment Committee may retain those professional services it deems 
appropriate for the management and investment performance measurement of the CIF. 
The membership of the CIF Investment Committee shall consist of: 
1) The University of New Mexico Vice President for Business and Finance 
2) The University of New Mexico Vice President for Advancement 
3) The University of New Mexico Foundation PresidentlDirector of Development, 
4) Four (4) members from the Foundation Board appointed by the Foundation Board 
annually. 
5) Three (3) at-large members recommended and approved by the UNM Foundation 
• Executive Committee and approved by the UNM Foundation Board annually 
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The responsibilities of the CIF Investment Committee are as follows: 
1) Review the Consolidated Investment Fund Endowment Investment Management 
Policy at least annually and recommend changes to the Foundation Board and 
Board of Regents as deemed appropriate by the Committee. 
2) All aspects of management of the CIF in compliance with the Consolidated 
Investment Fund Endowment Investment Management Policy, including: 
• Selection of investment consultants 
• Selection of investment managers 
• Asset Allocation within policy guidelines 
• Compliance with UNM procurement policies 
3) Report to the Board of Regents annually on the Endowment Investment Program 
Responsibilities of the Board of Regents: 
1) Adopt and approve Consolidated Investment Fund Endowment Investment 
Management Policy and any changes thereto as recommended by the CIF 
Investment Committee and Foundation Board. 
2) Review the performance of the Endowment Investment Program at least annually . 
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I. PREFACE 
All investment managers employed by the Consolidate~ Investment Fund (CIF) shall 
be registered under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940 and provide the most recent 
investment advisor registration form (ADV Part II) filed with the Securities Exchange 
Commission (SEC). Further, no more than 50% of the total endowment assets may be 
assigned to anyone manager. 
It is the intention to fully diversify endowment assets over time into viable asset 
categories via professional management in order to eliminate dependence on one or 
two asset categories, which could adversely affect the total return. 
This policy, will structure its philosophy around the concept of complementary 
managers who shall be responsible for specific asset categories and management styles. 
In implementing its philosophy the CIF may use separate accounts, commingled funds 
or mutual funds to accomplish its objectives. This document shall outline the 
following: 
A. The risk/growth posture of the funds . 
B. An appropriate set of goals and objectives for the selected managers. 
c. The overall investment objectives and guidelines of the Foundation and the 
University. 
D. Standards of performance 
E. Communication and reporting requirements. 
Management of these endowment funds is a long-term responsibility. Therefore, long-
term objectives are the standard to be observed . 
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II. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES 
The objective of the total return investment management program is to produce 
growth and income sufficient to support both donor goals and fund objectives. 
The long-term objective of total return shall be the rate of change of the CPI plus 
5.0% (See Standards of Performance, Section VI). Total return is the sum of 
earned interest and dividends and realized and unrealized gains or losses less all 
investment management costs. As income distributions shall be taken from the 
total return of the funds (see Spending Policy, Section V), the managers should 
concentrate their efforts on total return, which will increase the corpus of the 
fund and thereby increase the purchasing power of the assets under management. 
Each asset class approved by the Investment Committee will have a primary 
benchmark and target allocation. The primary benchmark may be a combination 
of one or more benchmarks to more closely match the manager structure of that 
asset class. The target allocation specified for each asset class will be reviewed 
and reconf1m1ed periodically. 
Given the objective, the investment managers shall recognize the long-term 
responsibilities and purposes of the CIF and manage its assets in a manner 
consistent with the standards to which a prudent investor would adhere. 
D. A complementary investment objective is that the rate of return of each 
manager should compare favorably over comparable periods to that of other 
managers of a like style and discipline. 
E. When active management is employed, active managers are expected to add 
value as established per Section VI, Standards of Performance. When passive 
management is employed, the passive managers are expected to track the index 
appropriate for the passive investment. 
F. As it is anticipated that inflation will continue to be a part of our economic 
system and the ClF shall attempt to distribute 5.0% as defined in the Spending 
Policy (Section V), the target objective for the total portfolio return is the rate of 
change of the CPI + 5.0%. 
G. If donor funds are accepted by the Foundation or the University with specific 
restrictions as to investments, they shall fall outside the dictums of this policy and 
shall be administered by the Investment Committee or its designee in accordance 
with donor specifications (Section XI, Other Investments). 
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III. INVESTMENT POLICY 
The Investment Committee has evaluated the various investment asset classes available, 
considering the historical rates of return and relative levels of risk associated with each. 
The Investment Committee recognizes that, over the long-term, the allocation among 
various asset classes may be the single most important determinant of the Endowment's 
investment performance. The Investment Committee further recommends the 
investment of all endowment assets in accordance with the following policy guidelines. 
A. ASSET ALLOCATION 
Asset allocation policy will be developed using appropriate best practice tools such as a 
mean/variance optimizer or other tools as appropriate. Endowment assets shall be 
invested according to the following maximum and minimum ranges for each asset class 
as stated below: 
Percent of Total Assets 
Asset Class Minimum Target Maximum 
Equities: 
Domestic Equity 40% 50% 75% 
International Equity 0% 20% 25% 
Fixed Income/Cash 20% 30% 45% 
Real Estate 0% 0% 10% 
Venture Capital 0% 0% 5% 
The asset allocation policy is expected to have a high likelihood of meeting the 
objectives outlined in Section II of this policy statement. 
The asset allocation ranges established by this Investment Policy represent a long-term 
perspective. . As such, rapid unanticipated market shifts or changes in· economic 
conditions may cause the asset mix to fall outside the policy range. These divergences 
should be of a short-term nature. 
The Investment Committee will be responsible for re-balancing aggregate fund assets 
per Section X and ensuring that the managers keep divergences as brief as possible. 
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The managers shall have discretion to invest a portion of the assets in cash reserves 
when they deem it appropriate. 'However, the managers will be evaluated against their 
peers on the performance of the total funds under their direct management. 
The Investment Committee will review the Asset Allocation target annually and may, 
upon majority vote by the committee, recommend an appropriate Asset Allocation 
target within the above asset classes. 
B. QUALITY STANDARDS 
Unless otherwise authorized and with the exception of commingled funds, the 
following standards will be applied to investment securities contained in the 
endowment portfolio: 
1. ALL SECURITIES 
a) Best Execution: 
All transactions are to be governed by negotiation for execution on a "best 
realized price" (best net price) basis. The lowest commission rate need not 
mean the best realized price. Execution capability, price and overall 
effectiveness shall be considered, along with commission rate. 
b) Directed Commissions/Trades: 
The Investment Committee reserves the right to direct commission dollars 
to any flrms providing performance measurement or other consulting 
services for the Investment Committee and/or reserves the right to direct 
trades (or a portion thereof) for the recapture of commission dollars as long 
as the principle of "best realized price" is. maintained. 
c) Diversiflcation: 
Investments shall be diversifled with the intent to minimize the risk of large 
investment losses. Consequently, the portfolio will be constructed and 
maintained to provide prudent diversiflcation with regard to the 
concentration of holdings in individual issues, corporations or industries. 
d) Volatility: 
Consistent with the desire for adequate diversiflcation, the CIF Investment 
Policy is based on the expectation that the volatility of the portfolio will be 
similar to that of the market . 
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e) Liquidity: 
Managers will be expected to regularly provide funds to the CIF. The CIF 
will notify the investment managers well in advance of any changes in cash 
income draw requirements to provide sufficient time to adjust to the 
requirements. 
f) International Constraints: 
Non-international equity specialty managers will be permitted to invest up 
to 10% of their portfolio holdings in international equities of similar quality 
and marketability. 
In addition to the above, the following standards will apply to specific asset classes: 
2. EQUITY INVESTMENTS 
a) Quality Constraints: 
Equity holdings shall be restricted to high quality, readily marketable 
securities of corporations that are actively traded on the major exchanges 
including NASDAQ . 
b) Exclusions: 
The following categories of securities are not permissible for investment at 
this time without prior approval by a majority vote of the Investment 
Committee: 
1) Unregistered or restricted stock 
2) Commodities, including gold or currency futures except those used 
for hedging activities. 
3) Conditional sales contracts 
4) Options, including the purchase, sale or writing of options 
5) Warrant 
6) Margin buying 
7) Short selling 
8) Security lending programs 
c) International Constraints: 
International equity managers shall be limited to no more than 10% in 
domestic equity issues . 
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3. FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS 
a) Types of Issues: 
1) US Government or agencies of the US government 
2) Domestic corporations, including convertibles, of investment grade 
industrial f1mls and utilities. 
3) Domestic banks and other financial institutions of the US 
4) Mortgage pass-through securities iS,sued by an U.S. Agency and 
Collateralized Mortgage Obligations as detailed below. 
5) International fixed income investments of similar quality and 
marketability. 
6) Tax exempt securities, either state, federal or political subdivisions. 
7) Private Placements .. 
Collateralized Mortgage Obligations (CMOs) may not exceed 20% of any 
fixed income portfolio. In addition, no investment. is permitted in 
interest-only (I 0) , principal-only (PO) or inverse floating range 
instruments . 
Investments in non-US dollar denominated issues may be made in those 
issues of foreign sovereigns who, at the time of investment, maintain 
diplomatic· and economic ties with the United States and are not 
designated to be hostile or terrorist by the US State Department. 
b) Quality Constraints: 
The average rating of the fixed income portfolio will be "A" or better as 
established by a recognized rating service and further reinforced by 
independent in-house credit analyses. In cases where the yield spread 
adequately compensates for additional risk, up to 25% of the market 
value of the fixed income portfolio may be in securities rated less than 
BBB or the equivalent. 
Cash equivalent reserves shall consist of interest bearing or discount 
instruments of the US Government or agencies thereof; money market 
funds, corporate discounted instruments, corporate issued commercial 
paper rated at least A-l by Standard & Poors and P-l by Moody's, time 
deposits of US or foreign banks, bankers acceptances and fully 
collateralized repurchase agreements. Both US and foreign offerings are 
permissible. 
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c) International Constraints: 
With the ·Investment Committee's prior approval, domestic ftxed income 
managers will be permitted to invest up to 20% of their portfolio 
holdings in international [lXed income issues. Hedging to currency 
risk(s), will be permitted at the manager's discretion. International flXed-
income managers shall be limited to no more than 20% in domestic 
ftxed-income issues except for cash equivalents. 
d) Maturity Constraints: 
Including all issues, the average weighted maturity of the total [lXed 
income portfolio shall be maintained at a level not to exceed the 
benchmark index by more than seven (7) years. However, since active 
bond management is encouraged, transactions may occur where the 
portfolio maturity may be temporarily lowered or raised in anticipation of 
market changes. In addition, there may be speciftc maturity constraints 
applied to speciftc management styles. 
Cash equivalent reserves are securities whose maturity is less than or 
equal to one year . 
Including all issues, the average weighted duration of the total ftxed 
income portfolio shall be at a level not to exceed the benchmark index 
duration by more than two (2) years. 
e) Diversiftcation: 
Except for government and agency obligations, the ftxed income account 
shall contain not more than 10% of any single issuer, at cost. 
f) Marketability: 
There shall be ready public market for each issue selected. 
Arbitrage swapping is permissible provided, however, that the above 
quality and maturity constraints are maintained in the investment 
objectives. Each account shall be invested with· a total return orientation. 
Achievement of maximum yields is not a primary requirement. 
g) Liquidation:. 
When portfolios of the account must be liquidated, the determination of 
what to dispose of shall be at the discretion of the investment manager . 
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h) Use of Money Instruments: 
At the discretion of the investment manager, short-term money market 
instruments may represent a material portion (greater than 50%) of the 
portfolio, reflecting alternatives to longer-term debt. 
4. REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS 
a) Quality Constraints: 
Any real estate investment pool to be considered must have a minimum 
value of $100 million and be comprised of a minimum of four properties. 
The pool should be structured to achieve diversification within the real 
estate sectors by geographic location, property type, economic region, 
lease terms and tenancy. 
b) Income Constraint: 
Properties comprising the pool shall be substantially income producing 
with a current rate of return of at least 6%. Total return proformas shall 
be expected to provide a return equal to an agreed upon figure for the 
rate of the CPI + 5% for a 5-year period of time . 
c) Management Oversight: 
Real estate professionals who can provide via specific references, the 
following, shall manage all properties: 
1) History and ownership of the management 
2) Background of key personnel 
3) Management style or organizational approach to decision-making 
4) Professional designations 
5) Specific history (track record) of the fum 
5. VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 
a) Capitalization: 
Any venture capital pool shall have a minimum total capitalization of $25 
million. 
b) Diversification: 
Any pool shall be well diversified with a minimum of ten investments to 
be made in ten different companies or ventures, preferably over various 
sectors. 
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c) Management Oversight: 
The management of any pooled investment shall have an established 
track record of managed venture pools of the type to be considered, with 
a positive rate of return to previous investors. The return from previous 
pools should be equal to the average "accepted" returns that were 
available over a like period of time to those investors. 
6. MUTUAL OR POOLED FUNDS 
(Other than Venture Capital or Real Estate) 
a) Quality Constraints: 
Mutual or pooled fund holdings shall be restricted to high quality and 
readily liquefiable funds. 
b) Assets of Fund: 
Investment in any mutual or pooled fund shall be limited to those funds 
having total assets of $250 million minimum. 
c) Prior Performance: 
It is understood that past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
However, any mutual or pooled fund to be considered by the Investment 
Committee shall exhibit performance, risk and other characteristics 
deemed appropriate by the Committee. 
d) Fee Structure: 
Mutual funds fees structures will be closely researched. Should it be 
found that the University is in a position to reclaim any sales loads, dealer 
concessions or 12b-l fees, the Investment Committee may, with the 
assistance of the University's consultant, initiate a program to reclaim 
these fees. 
IV. INVESTMENT STRATEGY 
The management of the endowment funds shall adhere to a maximum diversification 
approach utilizing complementary styles of management, whether separate accounts, 
commingled or mutual funds are used. Investments in emerging markets shall be 
limited to no more than 20% of the portfolio . 
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A . EQUITY FUND 
The Equity fund shall consist of diversified domestic and international stocks. The 
purpose of the Equity fund is to provide a growing stream of current income and 
appreciation of principal that more than offsets inflation. It is recognized that pursuit 
of this object could entail the assumption of greater market variability and risk. 
The Equity fund should normally represent 70% of the total portfolio at market value. 
Although the actual allocation will vary with market conditions, the Committee will 
closely monitor levels in excess of 75% or below 40% and re-balancing will 
automatically be implemented if the ratio falls outside the approved range. 
Within the Equity fund, the 50% allocation to domestic equities will be across 
capitalization ranges and investment styles. The allocation to international equities will 
be represented by a core allocation to EAFE countries with the manager having the 
latitude of investing in emerging markets. 
The following generally defines the complementary manager types of funds to be 
considered for the investment of all endowment issues: 
• 1. Value Equity Style 
• 
Any value equity manager shall be a manager that 1S broadly diversified 
throughout economic sectors and capitalization ranges. 
Further, versus the S&P 500 index, the following should generally apply: 
a) Market Risk of 0.90-1.10 (beta) 
b) Diversification between 0.90-1.00(r2) 
c) Yield is greater than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
d) Price to book ratio is less than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
e) Price earnings ratio is less than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
f) The variability of risk associated with the manager's portfolio as 
measured by the variability of quarterly returns (standard deviation) must 
not exceed that of the S&P 500 index without a corresponding increase in 
performance above the index. 
It should be noted that these are general, overall standards to be followed on a 
portfolio basis and should not apply to each security selected. The value equity 
manager would typically be viewed as a defensive type manager who will adhere 
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B. 
to the investment policy standards described herein. The value manager shall be 
compared with the appropriate indices as detailed in Section VI. 
2. Growth Equity Style 
Any growth equity manager shall be a manager that is broadly diversified 
throughout economic sectors and capitalization ranges. Further, versus the S&P 
500 inde:c, the following should generally apply: 
a) Market Risk of 0.90-1.30 (beta) 
b) Diversification between 0.80-0.95 (r2) 
c) Yield is less than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
d) Price to book ratio is greater than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
e) Price earnings ratio is greater than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
f) Price to sales ratio is greater than or equal to the S&P 500 index 
g) The variability of risk associated with the manager's portfolio as 
measured by the variability of quarterly returns (standard deviation) 
must not exceed that of the S&P 500 index without a corresponding 
increase in performance above the index . 
It should be noted that these are general, overall standards to be followed on a 
portfolio basis and should not apply to each security selected. The growth 
equity manager would typically be viewed as an aggressive type manager who 
will adhere to the investment policy standards described herein. The growth 
manager shall be compared with the appropriate indices as detailed in Section 
VI. -
FIXED INCOME FUND 
The Fixed Income fund shall consist of a portfolio well diversified by sectors. The, 
Fixed Income fund should normally represent 30% of the funds at market value. 
Although the actual allocation will vary with market conditions, levels in excess of 45% 
or below 20% will be closely monitored by the Committee and re-balancing will, in 
accordance with policy, be implemented if the ratio falls outside the approved ranges: 
Within the Fixed Income fund, no target allocation to international fixed income will 
be established as part of the Investment Policy Statement. However, no more than 
20% of the Fixed Income fund may be allocated to international fixed income 
securities . 
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The . fixed income portfolio will be managed under complementary styles of 
management, which may include an intermediate and long term fixed manager. Each 
account shall be managed in an active manner to achieve the total return objective as 
established and preserve principal while maintaining a competitive yield as market 
conditions dictate. No limitations are suggested as to turnover. 
All fixed income managers will be subject to the following general investment 
guidelines. 
C. 
* Average duration of the fund should not exceed the benchmark index by 
more than two (2) years. 
* Average maturity of the fund should not exceed the benchmark index by 
more than seven (7) years. 
* The risk associated with the manager portfolio as measured by the variability 
of quarterly returns (standard deviation) must not exceed that of the 
manager's benchmark index without a corresponding increase in 
performance above the index. The fixed income manager( s) shall be 
compared with the appropriate indices as detailed in Section VI . 
REAL ESTATE FUND 
The Real Estate Fund may be used as another asset class in the portfolio to further 
diversify the risk exposure of the endowment funds. No more than 10% of the 
endowment assets may be committed to this sector. 
D. VENTURE CAPITAL FUND 
/ 
The Venture Capital Fund will not exceed 5% of the total endowment portfolio that 
may be under the Investment Committee's area of responsibility. The Investment 
Committee will not consider providing monies for individual venture capital projects 
or developmental projects of any type in any type of industry. Pooled, well-diversified 
venture capital projects will be considered on a case-by-case basis contingent upon the 
standards in Section III, paragraph 5. 
Venture capital investments shall be defined as follows: 
1. Venture Capital Pools 
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2. Research and Development Pools 
3. Leveraged Buyout Pools 
4. Any other special investment categories not listed here may be considered as 
a venture capital investment upon a majority vote of the Investment 
Committee. 
E. MUTUAL OR POOLED FUNDS 
As situations warrant, the Investment Committee may consider the use of mutual or 
pooled funds to manage all assets or as a means to further diversify the endowment 
portfolio. 
In general, Mutual or Pooled Funds may include, but not be limited to, the following 
active or passively managed fund types: 
1. Index Funds 
2. Specialty Mutual Funds (international, small cap, etc.) 
• For purposes of asset allocation, such funds will be considered as EQUITY assets and 
will be subject to all constraints as stipulated in Section III pertaining to equity 
investments. In addition, performance of mutual or pooled funds will be measured in 
accordance with the standards described in Section VI. 
• 
v. SPENDING POLICY 
The University and the Foundation recognize the need for spendable income by the 
beneficiaries of the endowment funds under their custodianship. The following 
spending policy reflects an objective to distribute as much Total Return as is consistent 
with the overall investment objectives defined herein while protecting the real value of 
the principal. 
The Spending Policy shall be based on the following definitions: 
Total Return: Total Return is defined as the sum of earned interest 
and dividends and realized and unrealized gains or 
losses less all investment management costs . 
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Net Current Yield: 
Spendable Income: 
Net Current Yield is defined as the sum of total 
interest and dividends earned less all investment 
management costs. 
Spendable Income is defmed as that portion of Total 
Return allocated for spending in the fiscal year 
immediately following the year in which it was earned 
for the purpose(s) defined by the donor at the time of 
establishment of the fund. 
Consistent with the overall investment goals, the following rules for distribution are set 
forward: 
A. The total annual distribution of Spendable Income to each unit of the 
Consolidated Investment Fund (CIF) shall not exceed 6% nor be less than 
4% of the Average Market Value of a unit of the CIF. The Average Market 
Value of a unit will be based on the average unit values of the CIF for the 
preceding 12 quarters. The TARGET annual distribution rate shall be 5% of 
the average unit market value . 
B. If, in any given twelve quarter rolling period, Total Return is less than target 
annual distribution, actual distribution shall not be less than 4% of the 
average unit market value for such twelve quarter rolling period. If in any 
twelve quarter rolling period the distribution exceeds 5% of the current 
market value then the actual distribution will be determined by the 
Committee. 
c. Distribution obligations of the endowment must be met on a timely and 
regular basis. Distributions are made to each individual endowment 
comprising the CIF within 30 days of the close of the fiscal year, June 30th• 
Such distributions may require cash withdrawals from managed funds. 
VI. STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE 
The performance of the endowment will be reviewed annually to determine the 
continued feasibility of achieving the investment objectives and the appropriateness of 
the investment policy for achieving these objectives . 
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It is not expected that the investment policy will change frequently. In particular, 
short-term changes in the financial markets should not require an adjustment to the 
maximum commitment levels by asset class as set forth by this investment policy. 
In consideration of the endowment's goals and objectives, several standards will be 
utilized in evaluating investment performance as opposed to a single measure. These 
standards reflect several aspects of investment performance, including the specific 
objectives and the market indices used to measure the performance of individual 
managers. The specific basis for performance evaluation is as follows: 
A. The Investment Committee expects the total assets under management to 
perform in the upper third of an acceptable comparable Balanced Universe. 
This performance should be achieved over a market cycle or a three to five 
year period if shorter. Performance of the endowment will also be compared 
to other funds utilizing a similar investment policy. It is expected that the 
total assets perform above mean performance in an endowment sample of 
the performance measurement provider. 
B. Any manager should exceed the passive standards or benchmarks for the 
style and type of management as established for each asset class . 
c. Any manager is expected, after the first year of controlling the account, to 
perform in the top 50 percentile of their peer group, as measured by an 
acceptable comparable professional performance measurement service that 
evaluates balanced, equity and fixed income managers as to style, risk, return 
and responsibility who have like styles and requirements. 
D. The total rate of return over a full market cycle or a three to five year period, 
whichever occurs fust, should exceed the rate of change in the Consumer 
Price Index + 5.0% per year in addition to exceeding the passive standards 
established herein. 
E. The extent to which the volatility objectives as established herein are satisfied 
or exceeded will be determined by computing the mean absolute deviation of 
the investment account's total rate of return from quarter to quarter and 
comparing this with the same statistic measured for the corresponding 
hypothetical fund. 
F. Investment performance of various classes of securities will be compared, on 
a time and dollar weighted basis, with that of unmanaged market indices as 
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well as with an appropriate universe of professionally managed funds for 
endowments and equity, fixed income and balanced universe as follows: 
1. Equity performance will be compared with nationally recognized equity 
indices such as the S&P 500, the Russell 3000 or the Russell 2000. Equity 
performances will also be compared with a. nationally recognized style 
index depending on the manager's orientation towards growth or value. 
Finally, equity performance will be compared to an appropriate peer 
group universe. The benchmark measures adopted for equity 
performance will be mutually acceptable to the manager( s) and the 
Investment Committee and explicitly stated in the manager(s) contract. 
2. Fixed income performance will be compared with nationally recognized 
bond indices such as the Lehman Brothers Aggregate or 
Government/ Corporate Index. Fixed income performance will also be 
compared to an appropriate peer group universe. The benchmark 
measures adopted for fixed income performance will be mutually 
acceptable to the manager( s) and the Investment Committee and 
explicitly stated in the manager(s) contract. 
3. International equity managers or international pooled funds will be 
compared against a nationally recognized international equity index, such 
as the Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe, Australia and Far 
East (EAFE) index. 
4. Real Estate performance will be compared with the total return of the . 
National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries Index. 
5. Venture capital returns will be compared over the long term, 5-10 years, 
to the S&P 500 Index plus 5.0%. 
An evaluation of the investment managers' performance will be conducted quarterly to 
include not only measurement with respect to the standards described above, but also 
an overall qualitative evaluation of strategy during the quarter and the past year. 
However, specific quantitative measures, especially the more absolute oriented 
measures, will be considered of more importance over a full market cycle or a three to 
five year period, which ever occurs first. 
Managers shall be evaluated quarterly against the appropriate benchmarks. If a 
manager is meeting or exceeding performance standards, the manager's status will be 
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"satisfactory". When a manager under performs for four consecutive quarters, said 
manager will be placed on "probation" until performance returns to "satisfactory". If 
a manager on probation continues to under perform for two more consecutive 
quarters, the manager will be terminated. 
VII. GUIDELINES FOR THE CUSTODIAN 
The Investment Committee recognizes that accurate ·and timely completion of 
custodial functions is necessary for effective investment management and accurate 
records. 
The Investment Committee identifies the following as responsibilities of the custodian 
for the endowment: 
A. Provide complete custody and depository setvlces for the designated 
accounts. 
B. Provide for investment of any cash to avoid uninvested amounts. 
C. Implement in a timely and effective manner the investment actions as 
directed by the investment manager( s). 
D. Collect all income and principal realizable and properly report on the 
periodic statements. 
E. Provide monthly and annual accounting statements as well as on-line real 
time accounting for the endowment, including all transactions; these should 
be based on accurate security values both for cost and market value. These 
reports should be provided within a time frame acceptable to the Committee. 
F. Report to the University staff situations where security pricing is either not 
possible or subject to considerable uncertainty. 
G. Distribution to the investment manager( s) in a timely manner all proxy 
voting materials. 
H. Provide assistance to the Investment Committee and staff, to complete such 
activities as the annual audit, transaction verification or unique issues. 
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VIII. COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING 
. The Investment manager(s) are responsible for frequent and open communication 
with the Investment Committee on all significant matters pertaining to investment 
policies and the management of the fund's assets. Some of the key reporting 
responsibilities include the obligation to: 
A. Inform the Investment Committee of major changes in the investment 
manager's investment outlook, investment strategy and portfolio structure. 
B. Advise the Investment Committee of any significant changes in the 
ownership, organizational structure, financial condition or senior personnel 
staffing of each investment manager. 
C. Provide the Investment Committee with quarterly transaction, valuation and 
performance reports to coincide with the University and Foundation's fiscal 
quarters. 
D. Ensure that all documents, exhibits and written materials that will be used 
during the quarterly conferences between the Investment Committee and the 
investment managers be submitted to and received by the Investment 
Committee at least 5 business days in advance of these conferences. 
E. Provide the Investment Committee with proof of liability and fiduciary 
lnsurance coverage. 
F. Acknowledge in writing an ability and agreement to invest within the 
guidelines set forth in this investment policy. 
G. Advise the Investment Committee of any changes in the portfolio manager 
assigned to the account. 
H. Each manager is expected to meet with the Investment Committee at lease 
semiannually. 
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IX. PROXY VOTING 
The Investment 'Committee is mindful of its fiduciary obligations with respect to the 
voting of proxies of companies whose securities are owned by the University of New 
Mexico Endowment. 
Because of the complexity of issues and further because of the direct impact on 
investment values, it is the Investment Committee's considered belief that the 
Investment Managers that are employed by the University are best suited to vote the 
proxies of shares held in the portfolios they manage. 
Therefore, as part of the University's Investment Policy and the Investment Manager 
guidelines, the Investment Committee hereby instructs the Investment Managers to 
vote proxies of companies in accordance with their own guidelines and policies and in 
the best interest of the endowment. 
All managers voting proxies on behalf of the University may be asked by the 
Investment Committee to provide their firm's proxy policy and a report showing 
securities voted, issues involved and the vote made. 
X. RE-BALANCING 
The Investment Committee has established specific asset allocation targets within the 
ranges of its Investment Policy. To assure allocations consistent with the policy, the 
Investment Committee has developed a systematic re-balancing policy. 
A. ASSET CLASS RE-BALANCING 
The following policies will be followed regarding equities and fixed lncome 
portfolios: 
1. Valuation and monitoring of asset classes in relation to their targets will be 
done as available from the custodian. 
2. The allocations between equities and flXed income will remain within 3% of 
their current targets. 
3. When all asset classes are within 3% of their targets, any cash will be 
allocated prorata to equities and flXed income. 
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4. When asset classes are not within 3%, the following transaction priorities will 
be used in order to effect the necessary shifts: 
a) Utilize cash first to bring asset classes to within +/-3% of their target 
allocations. 
b) If the cash is insufficient, transfers between individual managers in each 
asset class will be done. (Selection of the managers to be effected should 
follow the appropriate procedures outlined below.) 
1) Manager cash balances will be transferred rust. 
2) If cash is insufficient, instructions will be given to the appropriate 
managers to liquidate a prorata share of their portfolio in order to 
make the necessary transfer. 
3) Transfers will be made only up to the manager's maximum 
investment limits. 
5. When asset classes are not within 3%, shifts will be made only to the extent 
that they bring the asset classes within their 30/0 boundaries, not to their 
targets. However, in all cases, shifts will be of sufficient size to be efficient, 
even if the result is to bring the assets some distance inside the 3% boundary. 
6. When market conditions warrant, the out-of-balance tolerance levels may be 
increased to 5%. 
B. MANAGER RE-BALANCING 
When re-balancing the managers, the procedures are as follows: 
1. Valuation and monitoring of managers in relation to their targets will be 
done at least annually. 
2. Allocations to active managers will be held to within 5% of their targets. 
3. When all active managers are within 5% of their targets, cash will be 
allocated prorata to the managers according to their target allocations. 
4. When the active managers are not within 5%, the following transaction 
priorities will be used in order to effect the necessary shifts: 
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a) Utilize cash first to fund the under-weighted manager(s). (This will have 
the effect of raising the under-weighted manager(s) and lowering the 
over-weighted manager(s).) 
b) If the cash is insufficient, transfers between individual managers will be 
made. 
1) Manager cash balances will be transferred from the over-weighted 
managers to the under-weighted managers first. 
2) If cash is insufficient, instructions will be given to the over-
weighted managers to liquidate a prorata share of their portfolio in 
order to make the necessary transfers to the under-weighted 
managers. 
5. When any of the active managers are not within 5%, shifts will be made only 
to the extent that it brings the managers within their 5% boundaries, not to 
their targets. However, in all cases, shifts shall be of sufficient size to be 
efficient, even if the result is to bring the managers some distance inside the 
5% boundary. 
6. When more than one manager is either over - or under-weighted, transfers 
will first be into or out of the manager most out of balance. Once all the 
affected managers are out of balance by the same amount, transfers will then 
be made equally. 
7. When market conditions warrant and approved by the Investment 
Committee, the out-of-balance tolerance levels may exceed 5%. 
XI. OTHER INVESTMENTS 
The Investment Committee will be responsible for overseeing and implementing a 
separate policy for the management of those gifts that are accepted by the Foundation 
or University with specific restrictions as to investment, imposed by the donor. Such 
funds are commonly referred to as "specific" or "non traditional" endowments. 
Additionally, the Investment Committee will develop a policy for the investment 
management of life income funds (charitable trusts, pooled income funds, etc.) where 
the University or Foundation has been named as the remainder interest. 
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Current gifts (non-endowment or non-life income funds) to the Foundation will be 
deposited to the University's short-term investment pool in accordance with the 
management agreement between the Regents of the University of New Mexico and the 
University of New Mexico Foundation, Inc. Board of Directors. 
The University's short-term investment pool is subject to any and all investment 
restrictions imposed on such funds by state statutes. 
XII. CHANGES TO THE CIF INVESTMENT POLICY 
Any changes to this policy require the prior approval of both the University of New 
Mexico Board of Regents and the University of New Mexico Foundation Board of 
Directors. 
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